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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Let 8 be a finite, nonabelian, simple group with Sylow 2-sub- 
groups isomorphic to those in Sx, the sporadic simple group of Suzuki. Then 8 
itself is isomorphic to Sx. 
In this paper, we assume complete familiarity with the notation, terminol- 
ogy, and definitions of [S] and consecluently we shall not reintroduce these 
here. 
Remark. Using the set of generators and relations introduced in [5] we 
do not have the structure of the Sylow %-subgroups completely. But this does 
not really matter in proving the theorem. 
1. SOME LE~MMAS ABOUT T 
LEMMA (1.1). By the results of [5] we get that T = (v, 7, t, t’, p, X, T’, f, 
rr , e7 , x, y, ,@ with 79 = 72 = t2 = t’2 = p2 = A2 = 3-4 = 52 = e,2 = e,2 z 
;2=1, x2 = T~T’v., and y2 = e,t’+‘&zI with x1 E (r) is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of 6 with [p, I-‘] = 7~, [p, fj = rr, [A, 7’1 = rr, [A, f] = r, [t, e,] = r, 
[t, e,] = 7, [t’, eJ = 7, [t’, eT] = VT, [T, P] = r, [t’, PI = t, I$, P] = d, 
[A, p] = A-‘f, [T’, /3] = GT~T’, [f, /3] = $15, and x: t + en , t’ 3 e, , e, --f t, 
e, --+ t’, p -j r/n-r, h -+ &rr,q, f -+ Xx, . 7’ -+ pi, and y: t + e,tAr’t, 
t’ + eTtfp&x2 , where x2 E (r>, e, -+ e,t,X&rr, e, -+ e,t’Ar’x,z, , fi -+ @Xr’t, 
p 4 e,tt’pr’q , X -+ e,t’h&-rzIx2 , 7’ -+ e,e,t’&7rrzI , -5 + e,t&f’x, , 
x + xe,e,t’~.rrz, and all missing relations between the generators aye t&vial. 
Concerning the determination of the xi consider [5] and calculate PfJ = Xvee+t’u 
in two ways. 
Table I will be one of the most essential tools within the whole paper. 
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LEMMA (1.2). There me three important isomorphisms acting on T which 
we call o1 , o, , and o, , respectively 
Hence we see that t, ,u, t’X, and t’< occur symmetrically in T, and thus 
without loss of generality we may assume that either t - p - t’X - t’f - n- 
or that t is not conjugate to rr. 
LEMMA (1.3). The group (q , a2 , us) is isomorphic to C4 , considered as a 
permutation group on the set Sz = {ccl(t), ccl(p), ccl(t’h), ccl(t’f)}. The group 
<% > 3 CT ) is isomorphic to x3 considered as a pwmutation group of the set 
L? = (ccl(tp), ccl(t’~q, ccl(tt’h)). 
LEMMA (1.4). The following characteristic subgroups play an important role 
in the whole paper. Z(T) = (QT), Z,(T) = (n, r), Z,(T) = (7~, r, e&r’), 
Z,(T) = (n, T, e&r’, e,t’$k&, T’ = (n, r, t, e,, , X8, e,t’, ,u, T’, e& of order 
2$, T” = U(T’) = (-n, r), and A = (n, r, t, t’, EL, h, r’, E, e, , e,). 
2. SOME LEMMAS ABOUT THE FUSION PATTERN OF 6 
LEMMA (2.1). The set T\Z,( T) contains involutions that are conjugate to ?T. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that ccl(m) (7 T is contained in 
Z,(T). The T-classes of Z,(T) are rr; r, n=r; e,&r’(z-, r); e,t’+-‘Ke&r’, QT, r>. 
By Glauberman’s theorem we therefore have conjugates of z- in Z,(T)\(v). If 
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TT is conjugate to T, then by [l] we have ar - e,t& or v - e,t’&‘{. If 
r#e,t’pA~‘[, then <rr, T, e,tpr) would be strongly closed in 1F with respect to 
I Hence %r N 7 .- e,t’pX/t and by [l] we have n +J e&-r’ and so 
1 C(efltp+)\a = 2r1. Let ?! be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(e,t’,&-‘5) containing 
C,(e,t’&‘<). Clearly j CF(e,tp’)\ E {21°, 29. Table I yields 1 Cr(e&-‘)I = ZP 
and so Z,(F) has order 8 and contains e$p/Wf and e.&-r’~ The contradiction 
follows now from e&r’ N e&7’ . e,t’&b’f - T. ence 97 +- T. If 27 - e&7-” 
it follows from [l] that T has conjugates in T\&(T) and j C(T)\% = F2. Again 
let F be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(e,tp-‘) containing CT(e&r’). We have 
( C~(T)! E (210, 211, lP”>. If j C,(T)/ = 2r2, then z,(p) = (e&T’, T) and 
7 - 7 ’ e&T’ N 77, a contradiction. If / C,(T)\ = 2”, then 7 - e&T 
contradiction If 1 C’i(r)j2 = 21°, then T E: ~~(~)\~~(~) 
7 - T . e&r’ M V, a contradiction. So v N e,t’plx,‘f and z is neither conju- 
gate to 7 nor tQ e&T’. we have 1 C(e&T’) n C(e7t’phT’[)12 21Q. i%i 
‘in - ~,s’@J~ + e&T Table I yields j C(e,tp’, e7t’ph-‘[)j2 E (IP, 212). 1~1 
ny case We get e,tpT’ N e$phT’( . e&T’ - 7~, a contradiction, which proves 
e lemma. 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of the structure of T but 
nevertheless it will be crucial in all questions concerning the fusion of involu- 
LEMMA (2.2). Let i be an involution in T\Z(T) Thelz i is conjqate to 
i. v under the action of T. 
Lemma (1.3) yields that without loss of generality we may assume 
and as 1 Z(C,(e,t’ph;r’Q)j = 24 it follows that 2iQ cannot occur in the above 
chain. 
The lemmas in the rest of this section are proved under the foilswing 
hypothesis: p is not conjugate to r, or equivalently / C(~A)!, < 2i3. 
LEMMA (2.3). ] C(p)L)IB < 212, or equivalently p + 7. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that p is conjugate to 7 and hence 
by the hypothesis j C(p)]* = 212. We have(C,(p))rl = {v), (C~(Z))~~ = (vp T) 
and so p - T under C(T). The group C,(p) contains a subgroup W, 
(R,R,)’ = (r, T) and Z(R,R,) = R, n R, = (p, A, T, T), the Ri being 
elementary abelian of order 26 (i = 1,2). Kence CT(~) contains a corre- 
sponding group R,&. If I?,& would lie in A, then (@?.,)’ = <?T~ T> which is 
impossible. Hence at least one of the Ri , say Rr I cannot lie in A. As the 
elementary abelian subgroups of order 26 which do not lie in A or all conjugate 
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in T we set RI = <z-, T, e&r’, e,t’,uXr’~, px, e$y). Now, by Table I it follows 
easily that Z($&) = & n $ = ( V, T, e7itp-‘e$pXr’~} = Z,(T). The group 
C,@,(T)) contains exactly the following six elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 2% 
Clearly there is an a: p -+ r, v -+ rr, RI -+ (n, 7, e&r’, e,t’pArf~, px, e$y>, 
r -+ {e&r’, e,t’pW~, e,e,tt’hfj. We have [e,p, px] = e&r’rrr, [e,& px] = 
e$pAr’& and so Rza cannot be the first group in the above list. In the same 
way we can omit the second group. As [e,e,tt’px, px] = r and [e$px, px] = n-r 
we get a: R, + (rr, r, e&r’, e,t’pXr’f, e&,x, e,pyy>. We have [e&x, px] = 
[e$y, w-v1 = r, [P, w34 = e,W’, and [e&x, e,t’y] = e&&r. So a: 
r -+ e,tpr’. The coset e,tpx(r, r, e&r’, e,t’pAr’~) contains only one class of 
involutions; hence t - tp - tA - tpX and t’ - t’p - t’p.h - t’X - tt’p - 
tt’X - tt’ph. We have (C&3))” = (v), and so /3 cannot be conjugate to rr 
as T” = <z-, r) and r + r in our case here. Similarly we get that rh@x, 
rpr’pxy are not conjugate to z-. Using Table I now we easily get the following 
part of the fusion of involutions: (1) - (4) - (5) - (9) - (10) - (13) - 
(14)-(15) ~(16)~(17)~(18)~(19),(8)-(11)~(20),and(12)-(21). 
By Lemma (2.1) it follows now that v is conjugate to h and e,t’pAr’~ in 8. 
Lemma (2.2) then yields a contradiction, for e&T’ N e&r’ . e,t’,u.hr’[ - 
e,t’phr’~ - 7-r. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA (2.4). 1 C(p)12 < 211 or equivalently p is not conjugate to e&m’. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that p is conjugate to e,t$ or 
equivalently / C(p)/s = 2ir. As (C&e&T’))” = <r), we have p - e&,uT’ 
under C(n). The involution classes of T that conjugate e&m-’ to e,,tpr’rr are 
the full classes of t, p, t’h, and t’f and half of the classes of&y, Q/3x, te$xy, 
and ,k?. Assume now that /3 is conjugate to rr. As (C,(p))” = (r), we have 
(z-, r) - (z-, ,Q. Comparing with Table I it easily follows that whenever we 
have an involution i of T with [i, ( V, T>] = 1, then i is conjugate to every 
involution in the coset i(z-, T), and so t - t/3 - ,6 - z-, which is impossible. 
By the same arguments we see that neither ,f3 nor X&8x nor rpr’/3xy nor e$y 
is conjugate to n. Hence, any involution that conjugates e&r’ to e,tp’n is a 
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noncentral involution. Therefore, we have that 7r is not conjugate to any 
involution of the classes (lo), (13), (14), (15), (18), and (19), for these classes 
all contain elements that map p onto p~“r by conjugation. By Lemma (2.1) 
we see that r has conjugates in (tr’y, txy, px, X>. Assume that Q: px -+ v with 
an appropriate a E 6, then we have a: px e,tpd ---f TT . (e$p~‘)~ /PJ e&r’ + CT, 
a contradiction. Similarly, the assumption rr - tT’y or 71~ txy leads to a 
contradiction. If a: h + pi, we get a: p = ph . X--z (PL~)~ . rr - X - TT. 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
PYOO~. Assume by way of contradiction that j C(p)!s = 2g and so we have 
/ G(t)jz = i C(t’A)[z = [ C(t’<)lz = 1 C(p)j2 = 2” by Lemma (1.3). If 
j C(t’)iz > 2s, then C,(P) (a> < C(t), where a: t’ * t’, t -> t(~, r)\(t) and 
so C,(P) (CUZ,} < C(t) with ed E (e, , e7 , e&J. Hence ae,: t’ + t’r witb 
y E {T, -i-, m), w rc contradicts the structure of the Sylow 2-subgroups of h’ h 
C(t). So it easily follows that t’, tf, tX, and X are not conjugate to V. Assume 
that p - niT, then v -/3 - tp - t by Lemma (2.2), which is impossible. We 
therefore see that ,B, &y, X&3x, teripxy are not conjugate to ‘PT. Lemma (2.1) 
then yields that there are conjugates of GT in the set = {trb, txy> px, tp, tt’h, 
< C@,(t)) Lemma (2.2) shows that e,tpT’ - e, 
Assume that tp is conjugate to F, so T contains a subgroup 
I& are elementary abelian of order 2’j (i = 1,2) and I& n 
of order 29 and (R&J’ ’ 1s a 4-group not containing z’. Cl 
(rr, 7, e&T’> e,i’~k’<). Again we have to handle the six possibilities for the 
& as in the proof of Lemma (2.3) and again without loss of generality we may 
assume 81 = (v, 7, e&r’, e7t’pXrrf9 px, e,t’y). As (r, r, tp, s’&) N (7~~ 7,
e&r’, e,t’pA~‘f) we get QL - t’p.h - tt’h -n. One of the elementary 
abelian subgroup of order F of CT(+) consists of 15 n-conjugates whereas 
the other consists of n-conjugates only. As the first two groups in the list 
of the proof of Lemma (2.3) consist of T-conjugates only, we see that the 
three classes tr’y, txy, and ,ux are not central. Clearly p -p * tp = 
t N t ’ t’pX - tt’ph - tfph * tp = t’X and hence t’ - h - tf - tX. e get 
t~‘y is conjugate to p or to X. The oup C,(tr’y) contains an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 26, namely, = (T, 7, e&7-‘, e7trpXr1~, xe,tr’, t7’y) 
and an elementary abelian subgroup of order 25, namely = <m, %A-J, $5 
xe,e,tt’p. tr’y). So U contains a subgroup of order 24 of r-conjugates ranly 
whereas contains a subgroup of order 8, namely, <t& xe,e,tt’p@Tr, t~‘y), all 
of whose nontrivial elements are noncentral involutions. Hence )%I is not 
conjugate to a subgroup of !B, which contradicts the structure of C(p) OK of 
C(h). Lemma (1.3) now shows that neither tp nor tt’X nor tt’f are conjugate 
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to rr. Assume now that rr - px. As e?,t$ -z- there must again exist a 
subgroup i&a, of T corresponding to &Us (compare with the proof of 
Lemma (2.3)). Without loss of generality we may assume $ = Us, but 
U, and Us contain only a subgroup of order 24 consisting of r-conjugates 
only, whereas Us contains at least a hyperplane consisting of n-conjugates 
only. So the lemma is proved. 
3. THE FUSION OF THE INVOLUTIONS 
LEMMA (3.1). Th ere are at most two possible fusions of the involutions of oj 
either : 
(i) 6 contains only one class of involutions, OY 
(ii) we have the fusion pattern of Sx. 
Proof. We have 2g < 1 C(t)/a < 1 C(t’A)lz < 1 C(t’QF)Iz < I C(P)]~ = 213. 
By Table I and Lemma (2.2) we get t - tp, th - t5, t’X - tt’(, t’f - tt’h. 
Choose an a: p -+ r, (t, t’, r, 7, p, X, e, , e,) -+ i&I?, < T. As before, we 
may assume I?, = <rr, 7, e&r’, e,t’+-‘f, ,ux, @k-‘5j) and IT, n 2s = 
<r, 7, e&J, e,t’&-‘5). The cosets of & n & in l?r contain only one conjugate 
class of involutions and so we have t - tp N th - tc - t’ N t’p - t’X - 
tt’.$ - t’4 - tt’h. Hence (1) - (4) N (5) N (9) - (10) - (13) - (14) - 
(15) - (16) - (17) - (18) - (19) and (n, 7, e&-J, e,t’&‘[) -(r, T, p, A). 
As (C,(u))” = (r) and as T” = <v, r) we see that (n, r) N (a, ,u> and 
especially we get the fusion r - 7. So (r, 7, p, h) contains either seven or 
15 central involutions. Z,(T) contains three conjugates of z-, 4 conjugates of 
e,t&, and eight conjugates of e,t’&‘~. Hence we have z - r - e&r’ and 
X - e$‘&-‘6. As 1 C(t)& cannot be 21° we have 1 C(t)ls E (2%, 2r3} and 
I C(e,t’&‘f)>iz E {21°, 213}. As (C,(e$pk’Q)’ = Z(C,(e,t’&‘E)) is of order 
24, we get I C(P)l, # 21° and so by Thompson’s Transferlemma we get /3 - t 
or /3-r. If j C(t)ls = 213 then we clearly have /3 - T~T’/~XY - e$y - 
T&$X - t - r Applying Lemma (2.2) to px and e,t’@-‘f we get 
r - e,t’,uW<. So we have that 0 has only one class of involutions in case 
I C(t)lz = 213. If 1 C(t)lz = 2g, then ,8 - t, for otherwise Lemma (2.2) yields 
t - tp -p - rr, a contradiction. By the same argument we see 
/3 - qu~‘pXy - e$y - t. Now consider the cosets of <r, r> in R,Rz = 
<4 t’, z-, 7, p, X, r’, t> consisting of involutions only. These are apart from 
the t-conjugates p: h, E, ~‘5, ,ucX. Comparing these with the corresponding 
cosets in C,(t’A) we see that there are two cosets with central involutions, 
namely, p(m, r> and e,tt’p-‘(m, T}. So we get ,u -h - e,t’&-‘[ N rr. We 
still have to handle the class r;\@x. Assume by way of contradiction that 
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~Tx@x - t. We have C& &$3x) = <n, e,tr, e,e,t’7, p, ~h@x). Let S be a 
sylow 2-subgroup of C@j(TA@ x containing C,(G@x) with index 2. Clearly ) 
j C(p) n S j E (F, 29. If 1 C(p) n 5’ 1 = 26, then by the structure of the 
Sylow 2-subgroups of noncentral involutions C&L) R S is elementary 
abelian, which is absurd. Hence j C(‘) n S j = 2” and so considering CT(t) 
we get p - ,8 - t. This contradiction finally shows our lemma. 
4. CASE (i) OF LEMMA (3.X) 
The lemmas in this section are all proved under the following hypothesis: 
has only one class of involutions. 
LEMMA (4.1). Let ‘$I be a minimal norma subgroup of C(z)jSjC(7~)) (v); 
thea j 58 12 E {21X, 212). 
BOO$ We use the bar convention for the elements of C(~)/S(C(V)) (1~> = 
C(rr). As% is a group of even order and Z(T) = (9) we have that F E 
(C&(T))” = (.rr, T) and (C,(t))” = <v) it follows that there is an a: 7 -+ t; 
(T, m] +- (TT, tn}. We have r N TT in C(T) and so we may assume a E C(n)- 
Similarly one sees that (i, ‘h, Ff, j& 6, sy, m) < %, and so by Table I 
we get S = (-7, 5, j?, ei , 
- .- 
-7, /tT, 7, 5, htf, e$‘, FE) < %. As 1 9 1 = 211 we get 
that either S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of !,X or Ti. More than the lemma has 
been proven. 
LEMMA (4.2). / % I2 = 212. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that s is a Sylow 2-subgroup of $3. 
s ] s j = 2r1 and Z(s) = (T, e,+ T’) the group % cannot be the direct 
roduct of two isomorphic simple groups and so 93 is a simple group of -- -- 
composite order and Sylow 2-subgroup S. The group 65 = (a, t, e, , , t’E, 
p, 7, eT[, X, 7) has index 2 in S and !so all classes of involutions of have 
representatives in 6. The involutions of 6 that are elements of order 4 in 
C(V) can be found in Table II. The Sylow 2-subgroups of these elements 
are either of order 2s or 29 and looking at the centers and commutator sub- 
groups which are of order 8 in all cases but which sometimes coincide and 
sometimes do not, we easily see that the sets (7, m,aF[, k,i’t17iJ zp, 
e-8) and (,~h%, e,t’W, e,t’pS, eFp} have no common conjugate in 
Considering the involutions in S\G that are elements of order 4 in C(n) and 
computing the center and the commutator subgroup we get that the Sylow 
2-subgroups of those involutions are of order 2se We claim niow that the group 
F.I=(?,<f,igq-iT , ~7 , e,t A& is strongly closed S with respect to 
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?? consists of all involutions in s that come from elements of order 4 and 
that are of type 2s. Thus we only have to prove that ?, 3, m, e$+-‘[, 
e$+-‘& have no further conjugates in S. The elements of order 4 in S that 
become involutions of type 29 centralize the group (7, e&&, e$pihT’[). 
Checking the classes of involutions in T\&(T) we see that for any such an 
involution i there exists an element j with square v of type 2Q such that 
[i,j] = ?T. Thus we conclude that s’ is strongly closed in s with respect to ‘$7. 
and so we easily get a contradiction, which shows the lemma. 
j2 = El2 is impossible OY equivvabntly has the jusion 
Broo$ Assume by way of contradiction that j Ia = 212. Then % is a 
nonabelian simple group, since Z(T) = (7) is cyclic. It is an easy consequence 
of Lemma (2.2) and Thompson’s transferlemma that all involutions in !I& 
that were elements of order 4 in 6 with square n, are conjugate under C(m) 
for instance consider e,tp N (e,# rr N (e# N e,t and so 
2-subgroups of the centralizers of these involutions taken in 
21° and contain exactly one subgroup of order 28, the elements of which have 
at most two conjugates. The centers of these group order 4 and contak 
only one involution that is an involution in 6, too. all involutions in A 
that are elements of order 4 in 6 are conjugate under Cc(,,(?). &Ve have -- 
(c&i;))‘*, e,t, pT’, c,I e,t > which group contains the involutions 
-_ 
e, ) t, and e&r’. The corresponding involutions in (CT(~P))‘, (Cgi(e~‘,&‘))‘~ 
and (CF~)’ are {p, em, -1, {e,e,+, tlx, 3, and (Z$&&ilt~~7’, 
GFj, respectively. Thus, we even have t N g N fi --, Ff - entpl in 
C,(,,(s). 
Clearly / C(TT, e,tp’)j2 = 212 and so r N t N e,f& - p ++ t’X w t’c in 
C(r). As any involution i in T that commutes with 7 is conjugate to i .T in T - 
we see that i m tp N ZY w e,t’&‘c in C(n). Especially we get that any 
involution i is central provided we have 1 C(i;) n C(ar)l,, > 2s. Applying 
Thompson’s Transferlemma to p, a, m, and Tie&y, we see that these 
fotlr involutions are central in %. As [;“x, Fcpy] = [~T’JI, -Cp] = [txy, e,&‘@] = 
1 it fo‘ollows that G, tr’y, and tyy are central involutions In %. Applying -- 
Thompson’s Transferlemma to the group (F, t, et , h - 
we get that t’, 1, tX, and t< are central involutions in 
Tf, [ 9 2 7, e:i, B, 52, p) 
Thus, we have that 
% has two classes of involutions, the central class with representative 5 and 
the noncentral class with representative $. 
We consider the group C(?)/O(C(?)) (?;) whi e denote by C(T). 
Let e a minimal normal subgroup of C(T). So 
of even order. T = (i, 3, FII , ;i, , ,E, I,> 
1s the direct product 
- 
CF). As Z(T) = (e&r’) 
, 8, Z, y’, /IT) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
we get e&r’ E liJJ2. But as i - F N FXw t’[ w 
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gin Ccc$(?) we also have 6 = (i, ey, 5, eG, ,z, ;‘, .GT[) < m. Clearly 
6 cannot be equal to 9J$ for t has four conjugates in (n, 7, t, e, , X& e$, (1, 
r’, e,E> whereas e&x has only two conjugates under this group. NOW it 
follows easily that m is the direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple 
groups and as C(T) has a subgroup of index 2, we have 1 Y$R 1s E {27,2?, 29,210). 
The case 1 %l& 1 = 27 is impossible, since then !JJI must be a simple group 
with Sylow %-subgroup 6 but this group contains at least four classes of 
involutions. Now consider the case 1 m /s = 2s. If m is simple we get a 
contradiction from the fact that Sylow 2-subgroups of 9X are of class two and 
contain more than three classes of involutions, see for instance [2]. If 
m=!Y21 x 9x2, a direct product of two isomorphic nonabelian simple 
groups, then G(i) is a Sylow a-subgroup of 9X, since 6 either 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of %l& or of %I&. At least one of the elements 
X=, 7 and ~7 normalizes YJ& , for i = 1,2, say E for convenience. Then I 
normalizes the factors of the direct decomposition of G(x) and centralizes at 
least a subgroup of order 4 in any of the direct factors. This contradicts the 
fact that the T-classes of involutions in G$t> never generate a group of only 
IX I_-- 
one class of involutions except for the three elements e&r’, e$,uXr’f, 
Z-s 
and e,e,tt’hf. If 9.R = nL1 %X6 , a direct product of four isomorphic non- 
abelian simple groups, then S(x) is again a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y.& for 
the Sylow 2-subgroups of m are abelian in this case. We claim that 1 L%(X))] 
is only divisible by the primes 2 and 3, for inside the Y.Xn, there is only an 
element of order 3 acting on the Sylow 2-subgroups of the %R, , whereas 
in c(;i) there is at most .Zi , the symmetric group of four letters, acting on %lL 
As G(x) is weakly closed in T we see that the fusion in G(x) takes place in 
N(G(X)). But we already know that the 75 involutions in G(x) that might 
belong to the i-class are t’ with at least 17 conjugates, t’ with at least 34 con- 
= -- - 
jugates, tp, tt’h, and tt’f, where each of these three involutions has at 
least eight conjugates. Hence the number of i-conjugates is a power of 3 
which is impossible. Now consider the case 1 %R I2 = 2g. If %lI would be 
simple, then G(x’,JQ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of %R, for otherwise Sylow 
2-subgroups of ‘$?I would be of class 2. We have i N e&a-’ in N(B) but t’ 
=== 
and e,tp’ do not occur symmetrically in 6 as mentioned before. So 
%l?, = I& ‘$I& where the !JJ& are isomorphic nonabelian simple groups. By 
the structure of I’we see that the Sylow 2-subgroups of %R are not elementary 
abelian, hence the rank of the Sylow 2-subgroups of D is 6, which contradicts 
the fact that 6 is contained in 9X. Finally consider the case 1 %R I2 = 2r”. 
If YJ is simple, then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of %X and G(x) is an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 28 in T that is weakly closed in T. 
We have at least the following fusion in N(G<i>): i - 17 conjugates; 
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= - 
2 - 34 conjugates; Q.L - eight conjugates; tt’h - 8 conjugates; tl’[ - 8 
conjugates. 
As an element of order 17 in N(G{x)) acts fixed point free on ES(x), we 
see that t has either 25 or 33 or 59 or 67 or 75 conjugates in G(x). Comparing 
these numbers with j GL(S, 2)j we see that i has either 25 or 75 conjugates 
and in the first case 7 has 42 or 50 conjugates in G(X). ence in any case N 
contains an element of order 5 that acts fixed point free on <)I) and so we 
either have i with 25 and 2 with 50 or S! with 75 conjugates. The other 
elements in E@> are as follows: 60 involutions that were elements of order 4 
in with square 7, 60 involutions that were elements of order 4 in Q with 
square TT, and 60 involutions that were elements of order 4 in with square T. 
These Past 60 elements are all conjugate in C(T) as we have already seen. 
Thus, the order of 5 = ‘iDI n N(G(X))/ilJl n G(G(r()) is divisible by 4 I 3 .5a. 
TABLE III 
i 
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If $$O(G) is solvable, then s/O(s) is either isomorphic to a 4-group or to 
A, , the alternating group on four letters and otherwise G/O(G) contains a 
normal subgroup A/O(s) h’ h w IC is isomorphic to PSL(2, 9) with q = 3, 5(8), 
but then x/O(g) g A, since q must divide the order of ] GL(8,2)/ . Assume 
by way of contradiction that s/O(G) g A, and let F be a Sylow 5-subgroup 
of 5, so F is elementary abelian, say F = (fi , fi). By the structure of GL(8,2) 
we see that F contains exactly four subgroups of order 5 that operate f.p.f. 
on G(x). Thus the elements of order 3 in 5 centralize F, so C(F) covers 5. 
Hence, F normalizes Z((6, f, 7,x)) which has order 4 and lies in 6. This 
contradiction yields g/O(s) g V, in the solvable case. As 7 N eTt7 N 
_I 
th-‘5 in N(G(X)) we see when comparing with Table III that 2 N GF- 
- 
t~‘r in N( G(l)) which shows that N( S(x)) is nonsolvable. 
Hence, we have 5 T / O(B)/ . Let Fl denote a Sylow 5-subgroup of O(s). 
As s/O(G) is isomorphic with A, we get that C(F,) covers &O($$) and so 
Fl normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(G(l)) and centralizes (m l_l_ 
e,t’&-‘f}. Thus, F does not act f.p.f. on S{x) and so ] C&,(Fl)I = 24. 
e 
Fl normalizes G(h) (z), G(x) (t!~), 
== 
and S(x) (tdy), so Fl centralizes the 
centers of these three groups, since these all contain the group (es 
eJ’$w’t>. 
Thus, Fl centralizes three different subgroups of G(x) of order 24. This 
final contradiction shows that 9x cannot be simple. Thus 9.R = ‘%Rr x %Us 
where the !0& are isomorphic nonabelian simple groups with j %& 1s = 25. 
As the rank of the Sylow 2-subgroups of m is 8 we see that the Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of 9& are of class two. As the Sylow 2-subgroups of 9.V are not of 
class two we thus have a contradiction that finally proves our lemma. 
5. ON THE CENTRALIZERS OF THE INVOLUTIONS 
LEMMA (5.1). O,(C(z-)jO(c(~)) . as extraspecial of order 2l of quaternion 
type and C(~T)/OC(~T)/O,(C(~)/O(C(~))) is isomorphic to PSp (4.3). 
Proof. Assume 1 O,,,,(C(-ir))is > 2. So Q- E O,,,,(C(r)) and so ,u, e&r’, 
T&$X E O,,,,(C(n)). Thus (z-, 7, p, T’, e,t, e,tt’, h@x) < 02,,2(C(r)). If 6 is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,c,,(C(r)), then [T, 61 = (r), so [G, ,u] = <n}, 
and thus G \( CT(p) {T’). Similarly, G G C,(T’) (p) n CT(e&T’) (,u} and so 
E = <n, 7, p, T’, e,t, e,tt’, h&‘x) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(C(n)). As 
T/E operates faithfully on E we get that C(E) is contained in O(C(r)) (r). 
Thus X = C(~)/O(C(V)). E is a subgroup of the automorphism group of 
E, which group contains PSp(4.3) extended by a group of order two. T has 
exactly 2.3” conjugates under X and so 26 . 33 divides the order of X. As 
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( PS,(4, 3)j = 2G . 33 . 5 it then easily follows that Xs P&9(4.3), for Cf7r) 
has no subgroup of index 2. In the same way as in [5] we see that 
Q(C(%))/~(C(%)) is strongly closed in C(~T)/O(C(~T)). Consider a minim 
normal subgroup % in c(rr)/O(C(~)) (r). As 7 E 8 we get E < %J$ and so 
the normal hull of E in C(V). Application of Section 5 in IS] now yields 
that 0 a~,~(c(~)) = (‘ir} is impossible, which proves the lemma. 
kmliw3 (5.2). Let i, j be noncentral involutions in C(T), th.en i-j ilz 
C(fl). 
ProoJ. B@~(4.3) has two classes of involutions. The fusion of the involu- 
tions in Q yields tE +J AE. The coset dE contains the fallowing involutions: 
t(n, T), e&77., T), tp(n, t), tr’(n, r), e,p(r, T), e,r’(ri, 7). The coset t’E 
contzins the following involutions t’( 7r, T), ereT-(7r, 7>, t’7’(7r, T), ene77’(7f, T)- 
as t r--d ti.i N t’f in C(%), so t’ - t[ - th in C(n). The lemma now easily 
follows. 
COROLLARY. Let x be a central invohtio~ ilz C(t), then x - T in C’(t). 
LEMMA (5.3). C(t) has a subgroup of index 2 not containi~zg ,/3. 
Proof. As (t, t’) is not conjugate to <t, r> we have i C&(k’)/, = 2*. 
Assume by way of contradiction that /3 has a conjugate in R,R, under C(t). 
Let G be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(t) n C(p) containing (t, 71, r,&, T&@, /zI>* 
Clearly G cannot be elementary abelian. Thus G w R,R, in C(t) and 
(ts /3, m) < Z(G). We have C(t, /I) r\ E = (x, TUT’) and 
j C(t . EO(C(%)), L3. E * O(C(%))) n C(%)/E * O(C(%))i, < 2-j 
by the structure of PSp(4.3). So 1 C((t, ,8))iz < 27 which contradicts the 
Thus we get that C(t) has a subgroup % of index 2. As [pi, p] = 1 
we conclude that the number of +conjugates under !.R is the same as under 
C(t). More than the lemma has been proven. 
LEMMA (5.4). C(t)/Q(C(t)) contains a normal subgroup 
2 or 6, where Tj is isomorphic to a direct product of a. 4$ro 
Proof. Let Q,(C(t)/OC(t) (t)) = X. The corollary 
yields that there is no element of E,E,OC(t) (t)/OC(t) (t) in X. Thus we 
get 1 X j < 2. We first consider the case 1 X j = 2. Let %X be minimaI nor 
subgroup of ‘%I/%. Clearly EIE&/X is a Sylow 2-subgroup of $%I?. and s 
is a simple group by the corollary of Lemma (5.2). Hence by the main result 
of [3] we have 9X E L,(4). As C(t)/‘%X is a subgroup of the outer automorphism 
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group of L,(4) and as (/3$X) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(t)/m we either have 
/ C(t)/%G ( = 2 or 6. 
Now assume that j X ] = 1. Let again !I&! be a minimal normal subgroup of 
of C(t)/X. Then either E,Ea or (t’, E,E,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of %X. In 
both cases 9.X would be a simple group which would be L,(4) in the first case 
and which is impossible in the second case as t’ has no conjugates in E,Ez . 
Considering the case %R g L,(4) we see that j C(t)/% ] < 12 and t’ E C(%X), 
which contradicts the hypothesis / X ] = 1. So the lemma follows. 
6. IDENTIFICATION WITH Sz 
One of the crucial steps in the whole paper is the following theorem due to 
Gorenstein. The definitions and notations all may be found in [4]. 
THEOREM. Ij X is a 2-balanced group and E an elementary abelian subgroup 
of order 16 of .X, set 0(C,(a)) = (C,(a) n d,(V) 1 V a 4-group of E) 
for all the involutions a in E. Then 0 is an E-signalizes functor of X, 
and WE = WX4> I a E Es> has odd order. 
In [4] it is shown that IV, depends only on the elementary abelian sub- 
groups of order 8 of E, that means if El and Ez are two elementary abelian 
subgroups of order 16 and J El n E, / 2 8, then WE1 = WE,. 
The proof of the following lemma can also be found in [4]. 
LEMMA (6.1). Iffi,fi,fztf4, are linear independent members of E, and 
X is an Vi , f3, h>- invariant subgroup of C(fl) of odd order, then 
X < WV)). 
LEMMA (6.2). Let E = (r, 7, t, t’>. Then W, = 1. 
Proof. O(C(v), OC(t)) < N(W,) by Lemma (6.1). Considering the 
following chain <T, 7, t, 0, (v, 7,~ p), (T, r, p, A), <r, 7, P, e,,), <r, 7, e, , e,>, 
<T, 7, w, e,>, CT, 7, e&T’, w>, <r, 7, e&T’, e,t’47’5), <fl, ry e&r’, P%), 
(n, 7, e&r’, txy), <r, T, e,tpr’, px), (F, e&T’, yx, &@) we see that 
T d WW 
Let a be an involution in C(V), then if a G O,,,,(C(r)) = O(C(r)) . E we 
have a E N( WE); if a 4 O,,,,(C(z)), then a normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
O(C(rr)) . E, say E’, and C,(a) contains an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 8. There is an a E O(C(rr)) E with C,(aV) contains an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 8. Thus au E N( W,) and as z1 E O(C(x-)) E < N( WE) 
we even have a E N(W,). As C(rr>jO(C(rr)) E is simple and as C(n)\O(C(r)) E 
contains involutions we see that C(V) < N(W,). 
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We have C(t)/O(C(t) g ({t, v) X L,(4) (~7)) (p), where (t, v}, is a 
4-group and in case p is involved then o(p) = 3 and p is an outer automor- 
phism of L,(4). The group L,(4) is connected and so ~(C(~~~~a(4) is con- 
nected. Assume WE = Wct,u,a) with a E N( WE) and [a, bj = 1 i where a and 
b are i~vo~~t~o~s in O(C(t))L,(4). W e now proceed by induction, starting 
with a: = 7r. Clearly there is a g E O(C(t)) such that T,b”, (t, V, a”)] = 1.. 
Hence bg centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of O(C(t>> (t, V, a> and so b ceP;- 
trahzes a Sylow &subgroup of O(C(t)) (t, v, LZ) which we denote by 
As (t, v,‘, LZ) is conjugate to B under O(C(t)) and as O(C(tj is contained tn 
N( WE) we conclude WB = W, ) thus b E N(W,). 
Xf (p> is involved in C(t), p normalizes a Sylow Z-subgroup of C(t) and 
without loss of generality we may assume p E ~(~~~~~; thus fp, (t, V, V, T)] = 1 
when considering the operation of p in the group C(T)/ (C(t)). so p E N( W,) 
and thus we have shown C(t) < N(WE). We already know that C(r) contains 
only four classes of involutions, namely, t, V, T? and A, and furthermore 
5r - T -A in C(t). H ence the complete fusion of involutions of 
place in N( WE) and C(r) and C(t) are contained N(W& As c5 can 
group of Bender type it therefore follows that = N(WE) and so by the 
simplicity of we get WE = 1, which proves our lemma. 
EMMA (6.3). o(c(76)) = o(c(t)j = 1 and SO 
F%oo$ Lemma (6.2) yields C(t) n O(G(n)) n O(C(tj) n 
or equivalently C(t) n O(C(v)) = 1. Thus t operates invertingly on O(C(V>>, 
The same argument shows that t’ and tt’ both operate invertingly on O(C(V)). 
Combining this last contradiction with the main result in [4] we see that the 
theorem is proved. 
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